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To reduce the file size from 40.8 MB to 12.3 MB and make this more 
manageable eight parts of what would have been in this file were treated 
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1992 ask bar 
1987 ask officials (book) 
1999 ask Jesse Wilson 
2000 ask Judges 
2001 ask family 
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This is a transcription of my hand written letter to Henry Mackall 

 

 

1985.06.20   (Anthony O'Connell to Henry Mackall)  

“Dear Mr. Mackall, 

In reference to our phone conversation, thanks for taking the job.  The enclosed 

Commissioner accounts letter [May 8, 1985] explains the situation.   

I need you, unless you advise me otherwise, to:   

1.  Get the appropriate assets in the trust according to the 50% - 50% intention of the will. 

To my mind that would include the entirety of one or the other pieces of real estate.  This, 

I think, involves contacting my Mother's accountant who is now, or has just completed, 

the final estate account.  Her name and address is:  

Ms Joan Barnes  

Bruner, Kane and McCarthy  

300 North Lee Street  

P.  O. Box 1250    

Alexandria, Virginia 22314   

Tel (703) 549-7800    

2. Take me through the point where I am recognized by the court as Trustee.    

3.  Advise me on what ever you think is important in this situation [Can we use an 

alternative valuation of the real estate to avoid huge ??? future capital gains?]   

My mother is scared and upset of losing control to a trust.  I know I don't have to ask that 

you be gentle in any contact with her.  It would be most beneficial for all if any contact 

with her is done by a woman, if possible.   

Thank you  

Sincerely,  

Anthony M. O'Connell" 

**Note: Each piece of real estate has appreciated about $1,000,000.00 each. 
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anthonyoconnell
Sticky Note
Example 3
(Example of making money disappear using two versions of an  accounting trail.)There are two versions of the estate tax return extension request (IRS Form 4768) and two versions of the estate tax return (IRS Form 706) with the same dates but for different amounts.  One version says $175,000 was paid to the IRS on June 11, 1992, and one version says $119,000 was paid to the IRS on June 11, 1992. There should only be one version.Can we expose the accounting trails for the two versions and find out where the $70,051 "overpayment" went? 

anthonyoconnell
Sticky Note
Notes:
The items  described in these seven notes create accounting entanglements that make the accounting trails behind Bk467p191 impossible to expose. All except note 6 make it appear that our family is responsible for them.  



anthonyoconnell
The $526 is an accounting entanglement that covers the accounting trail of the payment of $125,188 to the estate on April 21, 1991.Can we expose the accounting trail of the payment of $125,188 to the estate on April 21, 1991? 
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Anthony O'Connell 

From: "Anthony OConnell" <amo@commspeed.net> 
To: "Bill Lynch" ~elynchjr@l95BusinessParks.~om> 
Sent: Monday, September 13,2004 12:12 PM 
Attach: Land Trust Agreement, Bk8845, p1449-1462.pdf 
Subject: Accotink 

document 
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Anthony O'Connell 

From: "Anthony OConnell" <amo@commspeed.net> 
To: "Bill Lynch" ~elynchjr@195BusinessParks.com~ 
Sent: Monday, September 13,2004 12:16 PM 
Attach: Power of attorney, Bk8845, p1444-1448.pdf 
Subject: Accotink 6 

document 
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From: "Anthony OConnell" <amo@commspeed.net> 
To: "Bill Lynch" ~elynchjr@195BusinessParks.com~ 
Sent: Monday, September 13,2004 12:18 PM 
Attach: Assignment and receipt, notarized, 2001 .pdf 
Subject: Accotink 7 

document 
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From: "Anthony OConnell" <amo@commspeed.net> 
To: "Bill Lynch" ~elynchjr@195BusinessParks.com~ 
Sent: Monday, September 13,2004 12:46 PM 
Attach: Soil.pdf 
Subject: Accotink 8 

document 
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	2003.11.11  10.45am  to multiple recepients
	2003.11.18  6.42pm  to multiple recepients
	2003.11.22  6.09pm  to multiple recepients
	2003.12.12  11.33am to multiple recepients
	2004
	2004.01.13  11.28am  to kevin greenlief
	2004.01.20  10.45pm to kevin greenlief
	2004.01.25  10.43pm to kevin greenlief
	2004.01.29  11.41pm  to kevin greenlief
	2004.02.07  1.48pm  to kevin greenlief
	2004.02.18  6.09am to kevin greenlief
	2004.03.08  10.57pm  to kevin greenlief
	2004.03.23  4.08pm  to kevin greenlief
	2004.03.25  7.08am to kevin greenlief
	2004.03.28  5.58pm to kevin greenlief
	2004.03.31  12.26am to kevin greenlief
	2004.04.05  12.50pm to kevin greenlief
	2004.04.12  6.57pm  to kevin greenlief
	2004.04.17  2.20am to kevin greenlief
	2004.04.24  6.23am  to kevin greenlief
	2004.04.26  5.19pm  to kevin greenlief
	2004.04.29  7.50am  to kevin greenlief
	2004.05.03  6.50am  to kevin greenlief
	2004.05.08  9.02am  to kevin greenlief
	2004.05.10  3.41pm  to kevin greenlief
	2004.05.21  11.36am  to kevin greenlief
	2004.05.27  2.30pm  to kevin greenlief
	2004.05.28  12.00pm  to kevin greenlief
	2004.06.04  5.35am  to kevin greenlief
	2004.06.07  5.27am  to kevin greenlief
	2004.06.09  3.52am to kevin greenlief
	2004.06.15  2.25pm  to kevin greenlief
	2004.06.24  6.23am  to kevin greenlief
	2004.06.28  4.54am to kevin greenlief
	2004.06.30  4.44am to kevin greenlief
	2004.07.06  9.26pm to kevin greenlief
	2004.07.14  8.25am  to kevin greenlief
	2004.07.23  2.13pm  to kevin greenlief
	2004.07.30  10.33pm  to kevin greenlief
	2004.08.06  12.09pm  to kevin greenlief
	2004.08.06  3.49pm  to kevin greenlief
	2004.08.09  11.35am  to kevin greenlief
	2004.08.09 certified mail  to kevin greenlief
	2004.08.10  10.40am  to kevin greenlief
	2004.08.10  11.51am  to kevin greenlief
	2004.08.11 certified mail to kevin greenlief
	2004.08.11  8.22am to kevin greenlief
	2004.08.12  8.54am  to kevin greenlief
	2004.08.13  8.37am to kevin greenlief
	2004.08.15  6.49am  to kevin greenlief
	2004.08.17  7.21am to kevin greenlief
	2004.08.18  2.59pm to kevin greenlief
	2004.08.19  7.35am  to kevin greenlief
	2004.08.20  4.55pm to kevin greenlief
	2004.08.25  11.13pm  to kevin greenlief
	2004.08.27  8.01am  to kevin greenlief
	2004.08.28  6.51am to sheila o'connell
	2004.08.28  7.19am to jean nader
	2004.08.28  7.56am to kevin greenlief
	2004.08.30  6.43pm to kevin greenlief
	2004.08.31  7.49am  to kevin greenlief
	2004.09.01  7.36am  to kevin greenlief
	2004.09.02  1.43pm to kevin greenlief
	2004.09.03  6.33am  to kevin greenlief
	2004.09.04  1.56pm to sheila o'connell
	2004.09.06  8.49pm to kevin greenlief
	2004.09.08  11.33am to kevin greenlief
	2004.09.08  11.35am to jean nader, sheila o'connell
	2004.09.09  11.54am to kevin greenlief
	2004.09.13  12.05pm  to bill lynch (WHAT SHOULD I DO HERE?) Make title page and explain method in book mark? (Example: "see Ask family 2006(2008?)"?)
	plat, 1953
	Editor's note: The full version of the attachment(s) is in the submenu item “2008 to family”)


	2004.09.13  12.07pm  to bill lynch
	access
	Editor's note: The full version of the attachment(s) is in the submenu item “2008 to family”)


	2004.09.13  12.08  to bill lynch
	reassessment 2004
	Editor's note: The full version of the attachment(s) is in the submenu item “2008 to family”)


	2004.09.13  12.10pm  to bill lynch
	deed in trust, bk8307,p1446-1452
	Editor's note: The full version of the attachment(s) is in the submenu item “2008 to family”)


	2004.09.13  12.12pm  to bill lynch
	land trust agreement, bk8845, p1449-1462
	Editor's note: The full version of the attachment(s) is in the submenu item “2008 to family”)


	2004.09.13  12.16pm  to bill lynch
	power of attorney, bk8845, p1444-1448
	Editor's note: The full version of the attachment(s) is in the submenu item “2008 to family”)


	2004.09.13  12.18pm  to bill lynch
	assignment and receipt, 2001
	Editor's note: The full version of the attachment(s) is in the submenu item “2008 to family”)


	2004.09.13  12.46pm  to bill lynch
	soil
	Editor's note: The full version of the attachment(s) is in the submenu item “2008 to family”)


	2004.09.13  12.47  to bill lynch
	cinder bed road
	Editor's note: The full version of the attachment(s) is in the submenu item “2008 to family”)


	2004.09.13  1.01pm  to bill lynch
	sewer
	Editor's note: The full version of the attachment(s) is in the submenu item “2008 to family”)


	2004.09.15  6.42pm to bill lynch, andy somerville
	appraisal 2p
	Editor's note: The full version of the attachment(s) is in the submenu item “2008 to family”)


	2004.09.15  8.28pm  to bill lynch, andy somerville
	topo
	Editor's note: The full version of the attachment(s) is in the submenu item “2008 to family”)


	2004.09.15  8.32pm  to bill lynch, andy somerville
	appraisal 4mb
	Editor's note: The full version of the attachment(s) is in the submenu item “2008 to family”)


	2004.09.16  3.34pm  to andy somerville
	appraisal 4mb
	Editor's note: The full version of the attachment(s) is in the submenu item “2008 to family”)


	2004.09.17  10.44am  to andy somerville
	appraisal 4mb
	Editor's note: The full version of the attachment(s) is in the submenu item “2008 to family”)


	2004.09.17  3.41pm to kevin greenlief
	2004.09.18  3.00pm  to jean nader, sheila o'connell
	2004.09.20  4.37am  to andy somerville
	appraisal 4mb
	Editor's note: The full version of the attachment(s) is in the submenu item “2008 to family”)


	2004.09.24  12.43pm  to kevin greenlief
	2004.09.24  6.52pm  to bill lynch
	2004.09.28  6.04pm  to bill lynch, andy somerville
	1988
	dad's will
	advice
	Editor's note: The full version of the attachment(s) is in the submenu item “2008 to family”)


	2004.09.28  6.12pm  to bill lynch, andy somerville
	not201p109
	DTARED
	deed bk8307 p1446
	Editor's note: The full version of the attachment(s) is in the submenu item “2008 to family”)


	2004.09.29  12.43pm  to bill lynch, andy somerville
	xTaxes
	motive
	Editor's note: The full version of the attachment(s) is in the submenu item “2008 to family”)


	2004.09.29  12.55pm  to bill lynch, andy somerville
	onlyTrustee
	A&R2001
	Editor's note: The full version of the attachment(s) is in the submenu item “2008 to family”)


	2004.09.29  9.39pm  to bill lynch, andy somerville
	entangle
	compare
	Editor's note: The full version of the attachment(s) is in the submenu item “2008 to family”)


	2004.12.31  5.15am  bill lynch
	2004.12.31  6.23pm  to bill lynch
	2005
	2005.01.20  11.26am  to andy somerville
	2005.02.01  8.40am  to bill lynch, andy somerville
	2005.02.11  6.46pm  to bill lynch, andy somerville
	sale1988
	Editor's note: The full version of the attachment(s) is in the submenu item “2008 to family”)


	2005.02.14  8.02pm  to bill lynch, andy somerville
	2005.02.15  3.53pm  to bill lynch, andy somerville
	2005.02.22  3.37pm  to bill lynch
	2005.03.16  3.48pm  to bill lynch, andy somerville
	2005.03.17  7.02am  to bill lynch
	2005.03.18  9.35am  to kevin greenlief
	2005.03.18  6.28pm to linda mellott
	2005.03.19  3.42pm  to bill lynch
	2005.03.20  12.26pm  to bill lynch
	2005.03.21  12.15pm  to bill lynch
	2005.03.25  6.14am  to bill lynch, andy somverville 3p
	title exam 3.23.05 (The full version of the attachment(s) is in the submenu item “2008 to family”)
	deed.1988
	Editor's note: The full version of the attachment(s) is in the submenu item “2008 to family”)


	2005.03.27  4.57pm  to bill lynch, andy somerville
	2005.03.28  9.57pm  to bill lynch
	2005.04.08  12.47pm  to bill lynch, andy somerville INTERPERSED TEXT 3p
	surprise1988
	Editor's note: The full version of the attachment(s) is in the submenu item “2008 to family”)


	2005.04.29  7.41am  to bill lynch, andy somerville
	2005.04.30  5.18am  to bill lynch, andy somerville
	2005.05.10  8.08am  to bill lynch, andy somerville
	2005.05.22  5.46am  to bill lynch
	2005.05.22  5.51pm  to lisa overton, steve blizzard. bill lynch, andy somerville
	2005.10.18  to jean nade, sheila o'connell
	2006
	2006.04.04 to family, 142 pages. (see "2006ask.family")
	2006.11.10  8.41am  to kevin greenlief
	2006.11.14  7.59pm  to bill lynch
	2007
	2007.01.01  9:25am to bill lynch, andy somerville
	2007.02.25  12.27pm  to bill lynch, andy somerville
	2007.04.03  5.50am  to bill lynch, andy somerville
	2007.04.03  6.23am  to bill lynch, andy somerville
	2007.04.12  3.39am  to lisa overton, steve blizzard, bill lynch, andy somerville
	2007.04.12  3.52am to lisa overton, steve blizzard, bill lynch, andy somerville
	2007.04.13  7.09am  to lisa overton, steve blizzzard, bill lynch, andy somerville
	2007.05.03  8:08pm  to bill lynch
	2007.05.05  6.45pm  to lisa overton, steve blizzard, bill lynch, andy somerville
	2007.05.08  3.39pm  to lisa overton, steve blizzard, bill lynch, andy somerville
	2007.05.09  8.51am  to lisa overton, steve blizzard, bill lynch, andy somerville
	2007.05.12  9.34pm  to lisa overton
	2007.05.15  1.28pm  to lisa overton 
	2007.05.17  9.33 am  to bill lynch, andy somerville
	2007.05.23  5.26am  to lisa overton, steve blizzard
	2007.05.24  6.17am  to lisa overton, steve blizzard
	2007.05.25  6.50am  to lisa overton, steve blizzard
	2007.05.28  4.22pm  to kevin greenlief
	2007.06.04  7.21.15am  to kevin greenlief
	2007.06.04  7.21.19am  to janet goldsmith
	2007.06.05  10.08am  to julio vargas
	2007.06.12  11.46am  to lisa overton, steve blizzard
	1988 sale

	2007.06.12   (letter)  to jean nader, sheila o'connell
	2007.06.13  7.00am  to lisa overton, steve blizzard
	1988 sale

	2007.07.22  10:50am  to bill lynch, andy somerville
	2007.09.12  7:01pm to bill lynch
	2007.10.15  9.05pm  to lisa overton, steve blizzard
	2007.10.16  10.33am  to lisa overton, steve blizzzad
	2007.10.16  10.58am  to lisa overton, steve blizzard
	2007.10.16  12.01pm  to lisa overton
	2007.10.17  5.42pm  to lisa overton, steve blizard
	2007.10.25  9.10am to lisa overton, steve blizzard
	2007.10.31  8.49pm to lisa overton, steve blizzard
	2007.12.05  2.16pm  to lisa overton, steve blizzard
	2007.12.07  7.23am to lisa overton, steve blizzard
	2007.12.09  9.36am  to lisa overton, steve blizzard
	2007.12.13  8.45am to lisa overton, steve blizzard
	2007.12.19  5.26pm  to lisa overton, steve blizzard
	2007.12.28  8.55am to lisa overton, steve blizzard
	2008
	2008.01.04  6.43am  to steve blizzard, lisa overton
	2008.01.06  6.49pm  to janet coldsmith
	2008.01.07  8.47am  to janet coldsmith
	2008.01.07   9.24am to janet coldsmith
	2008.01.07  9.29am  to janet coldsmith
	2008.01.08  4.37am to steve blizzard. lisa overton
	2008.01.09  7.38am  to steve blizzard, lisa overton
	2008.01.14  10.54am  to steve blizzard, lisa overton
	2008.01.20   2.54pm  to janet coldsmith  
	2008.01.24  1.15pm to steve blizzard, lisa overton
	2008.01.28  4.21pm  to kevin greenlief
	2008.02.08  9.59am  to jean nader, sheila o'connell
	2008.02.20  4.16pm  to kevin greenlief
	2008.02.20  4.30pm  to steve blizzard, lisa overton
	2008.02.22  10.17pm  to kevin greenlief
	2008.02.23  6.43am to kevin greenlief
	2008.02.23  6.53pm to kevin greenlief
	2008.02.24  5.55am  to kevin greenlief
	2008.03.17  6.14am  to steve blizzard, lisa overton
	2008.04.06  2.51pm to family. (Please see submenu "2008to.family) (603 pages, 7,500kb)
	2008.04.06  2.57pm to family. (Please see submenu "2008to.family) (603 pages, 7,500kb, same file as above) 
	2008.04.06  6.09pm to jean nader, sheila o'connell
	2008.04.11  7.37am  to amy nader
	2008.04.15  1.44pm  to kevin greenlief
	2008.04.17   2.21am to pierre shevenell
	2008.05.04  9.07am  to kevin greenlief
	2008.05.04  11:57am
	2008.05.19  10.46am to kevin greenlief
	2008.05.21  10.45am to steve blizzard, lisa overton
	2008.07.02  6.54pm  to jean nader, sheila o'connell
	real estate tax bill 2008

	2008.07.20  10:59am to jean nader
	2008.07.21  1.21pm  to jean nader, sheila o'connell
	2008.07.29  4:47am to jean nader, sheila o'connell  
	2008.07.30  5:02am  to lisa overton, steve blizzard
	2008.07.31  5:22am  to kevin greenlief
	2008.08.02  4:10am  to jean nader
	2008.08.11  4:51am to sheila o'connell, jean nader
	2008.08.11  7:21am to virginia dept of taxation
	2008.10.15  4:12am to bill lynch, andy somerville
	2009
	2009.01.28  9:36am to jean nader, sheila o'connell
	2009.03.18  8:29am to jean nader, sheila o'connel
	2009.04.04  11:05am to sheila o'connell, jean nader
	2009.07.27  8:00am to kevin greenlief
	2009.08.03  1:10am to kevin greenlief
	2009.08.05  8:24am to kevin greenlief
	2009.08.24  11:34am  to sheila o'connell, jean nader
	2009.08.24  11:40am  to amy johnson
	2009.08.27  5:11pm  to kevin greenlief
	2009.08.30 letter to sheila o'connell
	2009.12.07  12:28pm  to kevin greenlief
	2010
	1010.03.01 8:24pm to kevin greenlief PUT IN HTML
	1010.03.07 1:52pm to kevin greenlief PUT IN HTML
	2010.06.07  letter to jean nader
	2010.11.06  letter to jean nader and sheila o'connell
	2011.01.31 12:35pm to sheila o'connell



